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PTHPasteboard PRO 4.3 for Mac OS X adds new Web Enabled Filters
Published on 01/22/08
PTHPasteboard PRO 4.3 adds support for powerful new Web Enabled Filters. The Language
Translation Filter, translates to and from various different languages using Google's
Language Tools. The Shrink URL Filter, uses the Metamark URL redirection service to
convert long URLs into much shorter ones suitable for pasting in emails or web forums. The
Pastie Code Sharing Filter, uses the Pastie service to quickly publish programming code
snippets to multiple people.
Flower Mound, Texas - January 22, 2008 - We are proud to announce PTHPasteboard PRO
4.3,
the newest version of the best and most mature multiple pasteboard program for Mac OS X.
How often have you copied something only to find that you need it a few minutes later but
you've already copied another item? PTHPasteboard watches you while you work and keeps a
copy of any items that you have copied to your pasteboard.
PTHPasteboard PRO 4.3 adds support for powerful new Web Enabled Filters.
* Language Translation Filter: Translates to and from various different languages using
Google's Language Tools.
* Shrink URL Filter: Uses the Metamark URL redirection service to convert long URLs into
much shorter ones suitable for pasting in emails or web forums.
* Pastie Code Sharing Filter: Uses the Pastie service to quickly publish programming code
snippets to multiple people.
System requirements: PTHPasteboard and PTHPasteboard PRO require Mac OS X 10.4 or
later
Pricing and Availability: PTHPasteboard is and has always been free. PTHPasteboard PRO 4.3
is a free upgrade to all PTHPasteboard PRO users and can be purchased for only $24.95
either from within the PTHPasteboard application or the pth.com website.
PTH Consulting Website:
http://pth.com
PTHPasteboard PRO:
http://pth.com/products/pthpasteboard
Download:
https://secure.pth.com/download/PTHPasteboard/4
Purchase:
https://secure.pth.com/check-out/pthpasteboard/4
Screenshots:
http://beta.pth.com/products/pthpasteboard/screenshots/
PTHPasteboard PRO Icon:
http://beta.pth.com/PTHPasteboard/PTHPasteboard_128.png

PTH Consulting is a small software company based out of Flower Mound, TX. We've been
developing Mac OS X and Cocoa software since 1991. Our main focus is on utility
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applications and Mac Consulting.
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